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How To Use Feng Shui To Attract
Love
Bonus Ebook
Welcome to the How To Use Feng Shui to Attract Love
Bonus ebook. As promised your bonus delivers you the
information you need to know about how to transform
the southwestern sector of your house that directly has
to do with manifesting love in your life- whether that
area falls in your kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, living
room or other places in your home.
We have also included instructions on how to
clear your space from energies left by negative people
or relationships well as give you the meanings behind
the various crystals and gemstones that are said to
have wealth drawing properties.
This bonus book wraps up with instructions about
how to plant your own love garden so that you are
practicing the principles of love attracting Feng Shui
both inside and outside of the house! To find the
sections you are most interested in simply peruse the
table of contents below!
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The Chinese Symbol for Double Happiness
embraced by two auspicious cranes.
www.dragons-gate.com
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A flowering bush with two flowers signifies Love.
Artist unknown.
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Part One: Feng Shui Decor for Love
Before you start reading this ebook, I strongly
suggest that you buy yourself a good compass. This is
the only way to truly designate where the love sectors
are in your house. As described in the Easy Feng Shui
Ebook, the main love drawing sectors of your home
are:
The Southwest Sector Love
The Eastern Sector Family and Children
The Southern Sector Fame and Recognition
(including popularity)
All of the above sectors sooner or later come into
play when it comes to improving ability to attract love
into your life. However as today are focus is on
creating money we will be mainly focusing on the
SOUTHWEST sector of your home. Use the compass
to find out exactly where this sector, and then start
from there.
The South West Sector of Love
Use your compass to locate the southwestern
corner of your home. This is the area that is directly
responsible for attracting new friends, kindred spirits
and true love. In what part of your house does your
southwest sector fall? What kind of activities are
conducted there?
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If your KITCHEN is in your southwest corner then
you might be facing some problems. The Southwest
sector is ruled by the element of earth and the stove is
a pretty fiery element. Fire and earth are not
compatible so you might want to consider diminishing
the fire element by enhancing your kitchen in other
ways.
Arrange objects in pairs! This is a good area to
display a collection of salt and pepper shakers
especially if they are ceramic. Ceramic objects
belong to the earth element. If the curios are shaped
like male and female animals such as a rooster and a
chicken so much the better.
A red or pink colored teapot in this area will also
help draw love into your sphere.
Stone accents such as a quartz mortar and pestle or
marble cutting bard enhance the energy of this area.
Potted plants in ceramic or clay pots augment this
area. Plants with pink blooms are the best.
Decorate with walls with ceramic as opposed to
metal objects. Pink or rose colored ceramic tiles as
well as walls painted in rosy tones are suitable for
this area.
If you are choosing a pattern for linen or wall paper
for this area, then images that are feature birds,
butterflies and floral themes are the best.
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You also can't go wrong with heart shapes in the
kitchen. Hearts, especially twin hearts are a good
theme for linen, wallpaper and statuary in the
kitchen. Heart shaped molds or cake pans may be
hung on the wall to enhance the love attracting
properties of this area.
A collection of you finest crystal ware is also
appropriate to display in this area as crystals serve
to clear bad energy from a space.
If your BEDROOM falls in the southeast sector
then you are in a fairly lucky position as this is the
main domain for romance and sex. Here on some tips
for augmenting a love sector that lands in the
bedroom.
Make sure that the headboard of your bed is placed
adjacent to either the South or East walls (family) to
increase your personal potential to draw love into
your life.
This is an ideal place to display a collection of
crystals and in particular rose quartz crystals. Rose
quartz vibrates at a very high astral frequency and is
thought to raise your own vibrations so that you can
attract the soul mate that is for your highest good.
Rose quartz made of spheres or heart shapes or
carved to look like animal pairs are best for this
sector.
Try for a pink color scheme with your linens, rugs
and wallpaper. Soft, sensuous and shiny fabrics
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such as satin, silks and chenille best suit a bedroom
that is fortuitously situated in the love area.

Heart shaped rose or pink crystals placed in pairs in
the bedroom help draw love. Photo printed permission
of the Feng Shui emporium www.luckycat.com.
If you are single, make sure that your bedroom
contains a double bed as opposed to a bed that suits
one. This allows you to make room in your life for a
new partner.
Make sure you bed is flanked by two bed tables with
two lamps on them. Rose colored light bulbs or
lampshades are appropriate in this area.
Try to make sure that everything in your bedroom
has a pair. For instance, make sure you have two
wicker and chairs and not just one. If you bedroom
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contains statuary, make sure it is not a single stand
alone solo object.
Throw out all gloves or socks that are missing their
match. This is bad feng shui for love. Always make
sure the shoes in your closet are lined up neatly with
their match as clutter with shoes can cause
disruptions in your relationships.
Photos, statues or images of ducks, hummingbirds,
dancing butterflies or flower blooms also send a
message to the universe that you are willing to
receive new love into your life.
A photograph or picture of two cranes, two dolphins
or two elephants ensures fidelity in a marriage.
Two red or pink lava lamps can help enhance your
prospects in this area.
If your closet is located in the very, very
southwestern corner of your bedroom, it is very bad
news. Either relocate the closet or try to minimize
the negative chi it generates by hanging hollow
tubular windchimes on the door.
The Chinese double happiness symbol can be
purchased at Chinese retail outlets. Often these are
sold as flat red cardboard cut outs that can be
inserted between the mattress and the boxspring to
attract love to you. The image can also be hung on a
wall and it often adorns many chimes, mobiles and
other Chinese knick-knacks.
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Hang a painting or photograph of peonies as this
luscious flower represents rich and loving
relationships in Chinese folklore.
Pink and red candles are also very suited to put in
this area as they symbolize the melting of one's heart
for another.
Sentimental objects such as round snowshakers and
glass globes filled with water and sparkles can also
enhance love in the bedroom.
Avoid having your bedroom bureau mirror facing a
marital bed. The same goes for tiled ceilings.
Mirrored closet doors are also a bad idea. The
theory is that mirrors reflecting anywhere there is
sexual activity increase the chance of infidelity in a
relationship.
If your BATHROOM falls in your southwest sector
then you might have a problem on your hands,
especially if your toilet is located in that sector. Here
are a few suggestions to help remedy that situation.
The color scheme of your bathroom should be
as pink and white as possible with gold accents
The more faucets, sprayers, water jets and other
things that emit water in the bathroom the
better as these objects represent healthy chi.
Strategically place mirrors so that these faucets
are reflected but make sure you do not have a
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mirror in your bathroom that is reflecting the
toilet.
Augment this area with a heart shaped bath
mat. Floral or heart shaped motifs are best in
this area.
Avoid leaving the toilet lid open as it is a place
where luck in love considered to be flushed
away. The same principle applies to drains,
which should remain plugged at all times to
prevent a similar loss of wealth.
Tie red ribbons on the pipes under the sink or
toilet to discourage negative chi in the
bathroom.
Place a pair of rubber ducks on the edge of your
bathtub to insure fidelity in a marriage or to
draw a partner to yourself.
If your LIVING ROOM falls in your southeast
sector than you could also have a problem. Many
living rooms contain objects that represent hearths
such as televisions, gas stoves and real fireplaces. In
order to counteract problems that could be caused by
having a living room in your southeast sector try the
following:
Use a red, rose and gold color scheme. This
applies to lighting as well. Try using
lampshades in those colors or lightbulbs.
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Keep fresh cut flowers as a centerpiece on a
coffee table in this area.
Avoid abstract art and instead try to hang
paintings that feature images of strolling
couples and romance.
The love sector represents earth, so you want to
avoid heavy, tall, column shaped or tree trunk
shapes in this area. The best furniture is made
of materials such as wicker and flat stones.
Avoid glass tops and glass objects. Stone
furnishing should be as short and squat as
possible. Columns or pillars are considered to
be blocks to good chi in this area so don't use
them as plant stands.
Soft pink lights, lace, ribbons and other
feminine elements also enhance this area.
A bubbling fountain constructed from stone and
filled with river pebbles keeps the love chi alive
in this area. A fountain made of solid rose
quartz stone would be ideal.

Photograph of fountain made with river stones
courtesy of
www.luckycat.com
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It is not that auspicious for your HOME OFFICE
to be located in the southwest corner of your home.
This is because business and love do not often make
good bed mates. Here are some ways to counteract
this.
It is extremely auspicious for your HOME OFFICE
to be located in the southeast corner of your home.
Ways to augment this fortunate placement of an office
even more are:
Your desk should be made of a light colored wood.
Woods made from fruit trees such as cherry suit this
area as well. Avoid desks made of metal or glass or
heavy black furniture. Heavy or dark objects create a
labored or ponderous energy that is not conducive to
love energy.
Try to choose furniture with rounded corners and
avoid sharp angles in all aspects of your design in
this area. Angles and sharp points can cause
disruption in all of your relationships when it comes
to business, social life and love.
A small stone fountain, perhaps featuring Quan Yin,
the Chinese Goddess of Compassion can also
enhance the energy in this area.
Fill your office with small potted and hanging plants.
This will help create chi that is friendliest to an office
placed in the love corner.
Crystals such as pink topaz and rose quartz can help
cure disrupted chi in this room.
Choose a pink or red phone over a black or blue
model.
Placing hollow copper wind chimes to deflect
negative chi.
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A mobile or poster featuring the double happiness
sign would do a lot to protect your relationships in
this area. Many individuals with an office in the
southwestern corner often end up with jealous
partners who feel neglected because the individual
spends so much time at work.

A mobile featuring the double happiness sign can
enhance energies
in this area.
Photo courtesy of www.luckycat.com

Part Two: Crystals and Gemstones for
Prosperity
Crystals are a big "cure" for whatever ails you
when it comes to Feng shui. As love and relationships
are ruled by the earth element, you can place crystals
stones in the southwestern corner of ANY room in
your home to improve your relationships. Here is a
list of semi-precious stones that can be used to raise
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your vibration so that you can draw more love and
harmony into your personal sphere. You can also wear
these stones on your person to help dispel any
problems you are having in personal relationships.
.
Sapphire: This stone, which is usually the color of
the deep, blue sea, corresponds to the energies of the
Archangel Michael. Michael protects you from forces
antithetical to love such as violence and lust. The
sapphire can help women select an appropriate
husband.
Yellow Topaz: This clear yellow gem is the 'problemsolving stone'. This stone is also good for those who
feel 'numbed by disappointment'.
It allows
codependents to release drunken or abusive
partners. It can also help obsessive people learn to
let go. It helps you recognize your patterns and see
the 'big picture' in life.
Rose Quartz: This light pink crystal heals the heart
and promotes a sense of self-appreciation, selfappreciation and self-love. It also helps you open
your heart∂s center so that you can give love,
unconditionally without any expectation of a reward
in return. It improves your mood and enhances
feelings of joy.
Diamond: Diamonds have traditionally symbolized
the commitment of one human being to another, but
in this case they also symbolize a commitment to
taking care of your Higher Self. The stone vibrates at
a frequency that strengthens your intuitive abilities.
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It helps you perceive beyond surface appearance and
understand the truth about another person.
Emerald: This brilliant green stone is used to restore
balance. Healers use this an anti-stress stone and to
restore harmony to troubled or split personalities.
Traditionally, an emerald was also thought to help
you learn lessons, so you don't repeat mistakes in
your love life. Its deep sea green color is reminiscent
of the subconscious, so it can assist in the
manifestation of appropriate relationships in your
life.
Ruby: The blood red light of the ruby helps to dispel
feelings of discouragement and self-doubt and
infuse your heart, mind and aura with love.
This is the stone to wear if you feel like you are
drowning in self-pity. It dispels negative self-talk
and is thought to increase confidence and beauty. . It
can help you achieve a vibrant social life and attract
the right friends.
Amethyst: This beautiful purple stone that helps you
let go of past hurts and relationships. It will help you
access the truth that will set you free. If you are a
control freak, this is the gem that will help you 'Let
Go and Let God'. Amethysts help release fears and
anxieties that might be lurking in your subconscious
and preventing you from moving forward by
bringing them to the surface. It helps release fear
and anxiety and also reduces tension and stress in
the body.
.
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As not everyone can afford rubies, sapphires and
diamonds, there are also many semi-precious stones
out there that also raise your vibration to attract
prosperity.
Agate: strengthens your insight, promotes fidelity
Aquamarine: activates memory of past lives so we
don't repeat mistakes
Carnelian: dispels laziness, rage, jealousy, envy and
fear
Garnet: love, devotion, commitment, gets rid of
feelings of abandonment,
Hematite: transforms negative energy to the
positive, attracts love
Jade: fidelity, devotion, love-drawing, lucid
dreaming, intuition,
Lapis Lazuli: awareness, intuition, cures depression,
love attracting
Mica: beauty for eyes and hair.
Moonstone: new beginnings, hoping, wishing,
tenderness, compassion, mercy
Obsidian: grounding, protection, dispels obsessions,
raises self-esteem
Onyx: banishes grief, increases self-control, making
wise choices
Opal: brings out the best in you, acting from the
heart, invoking visions, dreams,
Pearl: faith, charity, innocence integrity, spiritual
guidance, increases fertility
Peridot: attracts friends, cleanses heart, happiness
Quartz (clear): balances energy field restores
harmony, intuition,
Quartz (rose): attracts love, heals emotional wounds,
opens heart center and clears skin
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Quartz (smoky): dissolves negative
resentment, enhances self-esteem

energies,

Crystal balls can correct chi in troubled
areas
www.luckycat.com

Part Three: Using Sage and Bells to
Clear Bad Things
Clearing bad energy from a space is standard
practice in Feng Shui. It is often done to clear the
energies that are left behind by negative people or
situations. These energies are thought to leave an
astral imprint that affects those who have to live in it.
The simplest way to clear negative energy from a
bad energy from a home is to walk in a
counterclockwise circle, starting from the front door
and moving through all the rooms, while banging a
small gong or ringing a tiny bell. Bells that ring a pure
tone of high C, such as Balinese temple bells, are
thought to best for this purpose.
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The second way is to light a "smudge". Smudges
are bundles of sage, pine, copal or other plant material
that are wrapped with thread or ribbon and lit on fire
so that they continuously emit a thick smoke. The best
thing to do is put the smudge in a large fireproof bowl
and carry it through your home, starting at the front
door and moving through all the rooms in a counterclockwise circle.
Sage Sprigs - The most common substance used for
cleansing is sage. The word sage comes from the
Latin word Salvia that means, "to heal." There are
also varieties of sage, which are from the Artemisia
family of plants. This includes mugwort which s
used for cleansing and protection. White sage is
used for cleansing and protection. Combining
branches of pine and white sages together and
burning them is used to attract prosperity.
Cedar and Juniper branches - These evergreen
boughs have historically been used to help cleanse,
purify and protect ones belongings. Sometimes
brooms are made from them to use the smoke
"sweep" to cleanse a home during a house blessing.
Sweetgrass - This musty smelling grass is used to
drive out bad influences and draw good influences
into the home. It is often used after a prayer or ritual
to "hold" the magic" in its place.
Copal - this aromatic plant resin is mainly used in
South American rituals. The touch of the strongly
scented smoke from burning copal is thought to
cleanse and purify any object or person.
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Frankincense and Myrrh - these "biblical” resins are
used in Africa, the Middle East and Europe for
ceremonies and rituals. Burned together they are
thought to balance yin and yang, or the masculine
and feminine energies in a place or dwelling. Either
is thought to draw blessings into a home.
Tobacco - Tobacco is burned to float prayers
upwards to the Creator where they will be heard and
answered. Burning a tobacco along with sage, cedar
or sweet grass is thought to enhance the magical
intentions of the smudge.
Smudges and resins can be bought commercially
from occult, new age and gift shops. You can also
use a feather or a branch with leaves to waft the
smoke in the desired direction.
The practice is also thought to created negative
ions in the air that remove static and create a positive
atmosphere. Not only do people usually feel good
afterwards, it also creates a space for the free flowing
of positive energies and prayers.
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Part Four: Flowers to Plant for Love
This section is for green thumbs. If you want to
plant flowers that attract love then there are three
main areas in your garden that you should pay
attention to: the Southwestern which governs
partners, the Eastern sector which governs family and
children and the North Western corner which governs
mentors and people who guide you with unconditional
love.
Here is a guide to what kind of flowers, trees,
herbs and vegetables you should plant in each area to
make your garden into a love-drawing Eden.
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The SOUTHWESTERN corner governs marriage
prospects and marital
happiness. This area is also a good place to put a stone
statue or a large rock or boulder.
Flowers: The predominant flower color should be
yellow, red or pink. Flowers for emotional security
include daffodils, lilies, tulips, asters, bleeding
hearts, daisies, roses, gardenia, lavender, orchid,
poppy, primrose, periwinkle, hyacinth, trilliums,
violet, geranium.
Trees: Magnolia Fig, Willow, Olive Elm, Plum,
Foliage: Myrtle, rye, witch grass, juniper, and
chickweed. Herbs: basil, marjoram,
Herbs: dill, mint, rosemary, and thyme.
Produce: Ginger, endive, raspberries, tomatoes.
The EASTERN sector governs children and
fertility. The predominant flowers should be yellow,
lavender and white. This area is known as Small Metal
and would benefit from some windchimes or small
silvery objects that catch the sun.
Flowers: Lavender, Cyclamen, Lily of the Valley,
Morning Glory
Trees: Oak, olive, banana, apple pine
Foilage; Hawthorne
Herbs: Mustard, catnip.
Produce: Beans, carrots, cucumbers, grape,
mustard. This area is known as Small Metal and
would benefit
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The NORTHWESTERN corner governs helpful
people or mentors. The predominant flower color
should be white yellow and orange. Wind mills and
sun dials suit this area best.
Flowers: Passion flower, sweetpea, Sunflower, Iris,
carnation
Trees: Lemon, peach, beech, walnut
Foliage: Rowan, Myrtle, dogwood, clover Herbs:
Pennyroyal , lemon balm , sage
Produce: peppers, fennel, pumpkins and squash.

The Feng Shui Symbol For Love
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